
More Summer Reads for 3rd and 4th Grades

Whose Hands Are These?Whose Hands Are These?
by Miranda Paul

Asks young readers to identify the

occupation of each community

helper from the type of tasks they

perform and explains how these

helpers work together to keep

communities clean and safe and

people healthy.

Blue BirdsBlue Birds
by Caroline Starr Rose

A novel in verse by the author of

May B. follows the experiences of

12-year-old Alis, who in 1587 happily

travels with her family to the New

World and forges a close friendship

with a girl from a hostile Roanoke

tribe.

Stef Soto, Taco QueenStef Soto, Taco Queen
by Jennifer Torres

Hating her family's taco truck and

wishing that her father would take a

"normal" job, Estefania becomes the

truck's unlikely champion when her

family's livelihood is threatened. By

the author of Finding the Music / En

Pos de La Musica.

365 Things to Do with365 Things to Do with
LEGO BricksLEGO Bricks
by Simon Hugo

Two master LEGO model builders

present a year's worth of games and

activities for young LEGO

enthusiasts, sharing such creative

challenges as building a LEGO pet,

hosting a competition for the

tallest LEGO tower and organizing a

LEGO treasure hunt.

*Located in J Non-Fiction at J688.725 H

The Busy Building BookThe Busy Building Book
by Sue Tarsky

A new building is going up, and that

means lots of noise-and lots of work.

First the site is boarded off, then the

construction begins. Soon the

scaffolding goes up, next the

building's skeleton is made, and

finally it's time for the walls and the

ceilings to be put in.

*Located in J Non-Fiction at J690 T

How to Build a MuseumHow to Build a Museum
by Tonya Bolden

Tells the story of how the museum

on the National Mall got built, from

educators and activists, to

politicians, architects, curators,

construction workers, and ordinary

Americans who donated cherished

belongings, to honor black citizens.

*Located in J Non-Fiction at J973.049 B
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